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Abstract
Innitedimensional algebras and symmetric functions arise in many diverse areas
of mathematics and physics  In this thesis several problems in these two areas are
studied 
We investigate the concept of replicated and qreplicated arguments in Schur and
HallLittlewood symmetric functions  A description of 	dual
 compound symmetric
functions is obtained with the help of functions of a replicated argument while Schur
and HallLittlewood functions of a qreplicated argument are both shown to be related
to Macdonalds symmetric functions 
Various tensor product decompositions and winding subalgebra branching rules
for the N   and N   superconformal algebras are examined by using the triple
and quintuple product identities and various generalizations thereof concentrating
on the particular cases when these decompositions are nite or multiplicityfree 
The bosonfermion correspondence is utilized to develop an algorithm for the
calculation of outer products of Schur and Qfunctions with power sum symmetric
functions and general outer multiplication of Sfunctions  A procedure is also de
veloped for the evaluation of outer plethysms of Schur functions and power sums  A
few examples are given which demonstrate the usefulness of this method for calculat
ing plethysms between Schur functions  By examining the vertex operator realization
of HallLittlewood functions we are also able to generate an algorithm for express
ing HallLittlewood functions in terms of Schur functions  The operation of outer
plethysm is dened for HallLittlewood functions and the algorithm developed for
Sfunctions is extended to this case as well 
Kerovs generalized symmetric functions are used to provide a realization for level





functions we derive a generalized Macdonald identity which enables the regularized




sl currents to be calculated 
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	There is truth my boy  But the doctrine you desire absolute perfect dogma that
alone provides wisdom does not exist  Nor should you long for a perfect doctrine
my friend  Rather you should long for the perfection of yourself  The deity is within
you not in ideas and books  Truth is lived not taught 

The Glass Bead Game Hermann Hesse
	The Truth is out there  I know this as thats where I was when I lost it 

 David Shanahan
	The boy reached through to the Soul of the World and saw that it was a part of
the Soul of God  And he saw that the Soul of God was his own soul 

The Alchemist Paulo Coelho
	Because little boys will always think they can y 

 advertisement for Dettol
	Whither will my path yet lead me  This path is stupid it goes in spirals perhaps






In this thesis we study some particular problems in the theory of symmetric functions
and in the representation theory of certain innitedimensional Lie algebras namely





sl  In this introductory chapter we shall review the areas of the
literature relevant to the contents of this thesis 
   Symmetric functions
The symmetric functions which we call Sfunctions s
 
x were rst studied by Jacobi
 ! who dened them in terms of ratios of antisymmetric determinants  Sfunctions




       which are








The theory of these functions was developed by Schur  ! who used them as a means




of irreducible representations of the symmetric group
S
n
  A decade later  ! he investigated projective representations of S
n
and some new
symmetric functions Qfunctions which enabled him to calculate the spincharacters
of these types of representation  Frobenius  ! also employed symmetric functions to
investigate characters of the symmetric group his e"orts culminating in the celebrated
Frobenius formula for the characters of S
n
  Explicit formulae for these characters in
reduced notation  ! in terms of partition labels have been calculated by Specht  ! 




ring are called LittlewoodRichardson coecients  A combinatorial recipe for their
calculation was given in  ! although it was not until much later that a complete proof
of the validity of this procedure was given  !  Sfunctions also have a combinatorial
description in terms of tableaux however we shall concern ourselves just with their
algebraic aspects 
Sfunctions are also important in the representation theory of nitedimensional
classical Lie algebras in that the character of the irreducible representation of gln
labelled by a standard partition  is just the Sfunction s
 
x  The integers which la
bel irreducible representations of gln need not be positive however  For the general

case where the parts of  are not necessarily positive the character of the correspond
ing representation can be succinctly described in terms of composite Sfunctions  !





g  From this relationship the expan




in terms of Sfunctions s
 
carries
precisely the same information as the decomposition of the tensor product of the ir
reducible representations   of gln in terms of the irreducible representations
  Another type of multiplication called the inner product of Sfunctions exists
in which the coecients 
 

which occur in the product are given by the coecients
which occur in the tensor product decomposition of irreducible representations of
the symmetric group  There is a generic formula for these coecients in terms of
characters of S
n
see   however Littlewood  ! discovered remarkable formu




calculated in terms of c
 

 and the procedure is much more ecient in certain cases 
Littlewoods formulae can even be used to develop some explicit formulae in the case
where the partitions  and  have a particular shape   !  Thus the decomposi
tions of irreducible representations of the Lie algebra gln are connected to those of
the symmetric group S
n
 
Symmetric functions are directly connected with the Quantum Hall e"ect  ! 
Given a system of massive fermions in a magnetic eld in two spatial dimensions it is
wellknown that the ratio of the wavefunction of an excited state to the wavefunction
of the ground state is a symmetric function  It has also been shown that the innite
dimensional algebra W
 
is the underlying symmetry algebra of this system  
!  Due to the existence of free fermionic realizations of this algebra  ! it is
perhaps not too surprising that symmetric functions appear due to the bosonfermion
correspondence and its connection with Sfunctions see Chapter  
There exist several di"erent generalizations of Sfunctions  Firstly as previously
mentioned there are Qfunctions which are associated with projective representa
tions of S
n
  !  HallLittlewood functions P
 
x t were introduced implicitly by
P  Hall  ! in connection with the enumeration of the subgroups of nite Abelian
pgroups and later in a more explicit form by Littlewood  !  These functions are
also homogeneous and are identical to Sfunctions when t   while Qfunctions
correspond to the case when t    The case when t is a root of unity was in
vestigated by Morris  ! who obtained some analogous properties to the t  
case  There exist functions X
 








these are not the characters of some tdeformation of the symmetric group  They are
however directly related to certain polynomials called Greens polynomials which
are used in the evaluation of the irreducible characters of the group GLn t over
a nite eld of t elements  !  In analogue to Spechts treatment of the characters
of S
n
 Morris  ! was able to use certain properties of HallLittlewood functions to
provide explicit formulae for X
 





which arise from the expansion of the product of two HallLittlewood functions have
been examined  ! and although no combinatorial description for them exists
as in the t   case certain special cases are known explicitly such as when the skew
diagram  is a horizontal or vertical strip  ! or when  is a rectangular block
and  is of a particular form  ! 

There are numerous other generalizations of Sfunctions which have various appli
cations in mathematics  Firstly there are Jack symmetric functions  ! which
depend on a parameter  such that when    they become ordinary Sfunctions 
These functions originally arose in statistics but they also occur in statistical me
chanics   ! where they are just the eigenfunctions for certain Coulomb systems 
Jack symmetric functions are just a special limit of a generalized HallLittlewood
function P
 
x q t considered by Macdonald   !  These Macdonalds functions
can also be considered as a generalization of HallLittlewood functions in the sense
that when q   ordinary HallLittlewood functions P
 
x t are recovered  Macdon
alds functions are dened in terms of certain properties which they are required to
possess with repect to an inner product on the ring of symmetric functions over the
eld F  Qq t  In  ! the properties of these functions were extensively examined 
There exists another formulation of Macdonalds polynomials as the trace of an in
terwiner algebra homomorphism of modules over the quantum group U
q
sln  ! 
This was generalized to ane Macdonalds polynomials in  ! by considering homo




sln  Finally a whole series of general
izations of Sfunctions was considered in  ! and their properties compared 
  Finitedimensional algebras
Although the algebras considered in this thesis are innitedimensional it is useful to
remind ourselves of their nitedimensional counterparts which are usually involved
in their denition anyway  Moreover the methods used to study the nitedimensional
case often although not always can be carried over to the innitedimensional case 
Lie algebras have long surpassed their original role in classifying symmetries of
ordinary di"erential equations and have become vitally important in describing the
symmetries of many physical systems  The nitedimensional semisimple Lie alge
bras and their representations have long since been classied  As was mentioned in
the previous section the characters of the irreducible representations of gln are just
given by composite Sfunctions  More recently Lie superalgebras Z

graded Lie
algebras with a graded commutator were introduced and classied  !  The rep
resentation theory of these algebras proved to be similar for certain representations
known as typical representations  ! but somewhat more dicult for atypical rep
resentations   !  The characters of these Lie superalgebras can be expressed in
terms of symmetric functions which allow various branching modication and Kro
necker product rules for representations of these algebras to be derived see  ! for
comprehensive reviews  Lie algebras and superalgebras also have useful realizations
in terms of bosonic and fermionic creation and annihilation operators   ! which
enables one to ascertain the kinematical or dynamical symmetries of many physical
systems e g  supersymmetric quantum mechanics   ! 
Another type of algebra which has appeared in the last decade and has had a
wide variety of applications in physics is the socalled quantum group which may be
regarded as a deformation depending on a parameter q of the universal enveloping
algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra  Thus they are not nitedimensional algebras

but are nitely generated  They were rst constructed as an algebra by Kulish and
Reshetikhin  ! and as a Hopf algebra by Sklyanin  ! and subsequently generalized
by Drinfeld  ! and Jimbo  !  Their representation theory for q not a root of unity
was found to be simliar to the corresponding semisimple Lie algebra  !  Compli
cations arise when q is a root of unity due to the fact that the centre of the algebra
becomes larger as it is augmented by certain powers of all the generators  Never
theless it is often these representations that are useful in physics  ! and their
representation theory especially in the simplest case U
q
sl has been investigated
by several authors  ! 
Quantum groups are an example of quasitriangular Hopf algebras and as such
for each quantum group there exists a universal Rmatrix which intertwines with the
action of the coproduct  For the quantum group U
q
sl this was rst given by
Drinfeld  ! for U
q
sln by Rosso  ! and for U
q
g with g any complex simple
Lie algebra by Kirillov and Reshetikhin  !  Khoroshkin and Tolstoy subsequently
gave explicit formulae for the univeral Rmatrices of all quantum supergroups which
possess a symmetrizable Cartan matrix  ! and then for untwisted quantum ane
algebras  !  This enables one to construct representations of the braid group and
hence to go on to generate knot invariants  !  Once one has a braid group
generator one can try to construct solutions of the YangBaxter equation either
directly  ! or by using additional relations which it satises for example the dening
relations of the TemperleyLieb algebra  ! the BirmanWenzlMurakami algebra
 ! the BH algebras  ! or the braid monoid algebras  !  The importance of
discovering solutions of the YangBaxter equation lies in the fact that every solution
gives rise to an integrable vertex model of a twodimensional classical statistical
mechanical system or equivalently a onedimensional quantum spin chain  For a
review see reference  ! 
By considering qdeformations of simple Lie superalgebras one comes across the
concept of quantum supergroups  The denition of these graded Hopf algebras is
slightly more involved than for their nongraded counterparts due to the need for
extra Serre relations  !  Rmatrices have also been investigated for quantum
supergroups  !  There exist various realizations of quantum supergroups in
terms of qdeformed bosonic and fermion oscillators as well as anyonic oscillators  !
and these realizations have found use in quantummechanical applications  ! 
  Innitedimensional algebras
Of central importance in many diverse areas of mathematics and physics are a partic
ular class of innitedimensional algebras called ane KacMoody algebras which
were introduced in the late s  !  For a review on KacMoody algebras and
their relevance to physics see  !  As in the case of for their nitedimensional
counterparts the representation theory has been developed  ! and various realiza
tions have been constructed  Unlike the nitedimensional case where the simple Lie
algebras can be realized in terms of a nite number of fermionic#bosonic modes sim
ple KacMoody algebras have various vertex operator realizations that is in terms

of a nite number of bosonic free  elds the modes of which generate a Heisenberg
algebra  There are numerous inequivalent vertex operator realizations depending on
how the Heisenberg subalgebra is embedded in the KacMoody algebra   !
the two main ones being the principal realization   ! and the homogeneous
realization   ! see also  ! 
All simple twisted and untwisted KacMoody algebras can be embedded in the
innitedimensional algebra gl of innite matrices with a nite number of nonzero
entries which has a simple realization in terms of generators of a Cli"ord algebra 
There is fundamental link between representations of gl and the Kadomtsev
Petviashvili KP hierarchy of nonlinear partial di"erential equations see  ! 
Namely the equations in the hierarchy are described by the group orbit of the high
est weight vector of the vacuum representation of gl  An alternative construction
using Wronskians has been described by Nimmo  ! which relies on the properties
of supersymmetric polynomials and has the added advantage of generating only the
nontrivial equations in the hierarchy  Symmetric functions are also involved in the
description of the tau functions for the KP hierarchy functions which are a solution
to every equation in the hierarchy because it has been shown  ! that every Schur
polynomial which are just Sfunctions in disguise is a tau function for the KP hi
erarchy  Indeed not only are Schur polynomials solutions of the KP hierarchy but
the Hirota polynomials which describe the individual equations in the hierarchy can
also be succinctly expressed as various combinations of Schur polynomials  ! 
By considering the various embeddings of ane Lie algebras in gl one obtains
the various reductions of the KP hierarchy  Thus for example the subalgebra A


of gl gives rise to the KdV hierarchy of which the KdV equation is the simplest





of gl and construct the corresponding hierarchies  In particular with the BKP
hierarchy associated with the algebra B

 the role played by Schur polynomials is
taken over by Schur Qpolynomials again closely related to Qfunctions   ! 
Another type of innitedimensional algebra which arises in di"erent areas of
physics is the Virasoro algebra  ! which is the algebra of conformal transformations
in twodimensions  In the seminal work of Belavin Polyakov and A  B  Zamolod
chikov  ! it was shown how the operator algebra structure of twodimensional
conformallyinvariant quantum eld theories is determined by the representation the
ory of the Virasoro algebra  Thus the complete classication of the unitary irre
ducible highest weight representations of this algebra became an important problem 
The rst piece of the puzzle was solved with the calculation of the determinant of
the inner product on the Verma module  !  This allowed Friedan Qiu and
Shenker  ! to determine which values of central charge c and highest weight h are
necessary for the representation to be unitary  At that stage however it was not a
suciency condition and it was not until the GoddardKentOlive construction  !
was discovered that it was proven  ! that all the representations listed in the
discrete series  ! were in fact unitary  The knowledge of the Kacdeterminant
also enabled the location of all Verma module singular vectors vectors in the Verma
module which are annihilated by all the Virasoro raising generators and which hence
generate submodules to be determined  ! and the embedding diagram  ! to be

written down  This allowed the irreducible characters of the discrete series of uni
tary representations to be computed  ! although the characters for the irreducible
c   representations had been known previously  !  Knowledge of the explicit
structure of the singular vectors  ! in the Verma module enables one in prin
ciple to derive the partial di"erential equations satised by the correlation functions
in any twodimensional conformal eld theory  There are also Fock space representa
tions of the Virasoro algebra although in this case the embedding structure of the
submodules generated by the singular vectors is more complicated  !  Neverthe
less the explicit form of the Fock space singular vectors can be derived  !
using vertex operator techniques and in some cases directly  ! and it turns out
that the singular vectors can be succinctly expressed in terms of Schur polynomials 
Moreover there is an amazing connection between the Fock space representations of
the Virasoro algebra at c   and the modied KP hierarchies which we shall now
describe  The Fock representation V h  n

 c   is completely reducible and










It was shown in references  ! that there is a onetoone correspondence between
the vectors in Mn $ r

  for r   the highest weight vector being given by
a Schur polynomial and the Hirota polynomials occuring in the nth modied KP
hierarchy  Thus there is an intimate connection between Sfunctions hierarchies of
nonlinear partial di"erential equations and the Virasoro algebra 
Just after the Virasoro algebra was introduced two supersymmetric extensions of
it were proposed the Ramond  ! and the NeveuSchwarz superalgebras  ! both
collectively known as either the superVirasoro algebras or the N   superconformal
algebras  In analogy with the ordinary N   case the determinant formula was
computed   ! and the necessary  ! and sucient  ! conditions on
the values of central charge and highest weight for the representations to be unitary
were found  Using these results the embedding diagram for the Verma submodules
generated by the singular vectors was obtained  ! and hence also the irreducible
characters  Explicit forms for some of the singular vectors in Verma modules of the
NeveuSchwarz superalgebra were given in  ! and for the Ramond superalgebra
in  ! while for Fock representations singular vectors were contructed for the c  
 ! where they were described in terms of superSchur polynomials in commuting
and anticommuting variables and the discrete series of representations  ! 
As was shown in references    ! the critical exponents for the bulk
correlation functions in a twodimensional conformally invariant statistical mechani
cal system are governed by the highest weights of irreducible representations of the
Virasoro algebra  In the case of quantum spin chains at criticality there is a sys
tematic procedure for extracting the operator content of the chains  That is the
irreducible representations describing the spectrum of the Hamiltonian of a chain of
innite length can be deduced from the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian of a nite
size chain  !  However the allowed values of the highest weight h which describe
the spectrum are limited by unitarity constraints so that this process becomes much

easier once the central charge associated with the model is known  This can also be
computed from nite size chains by looking at the ground state energy per unit site
of the chain   ! 
The Ramond and NeveuSchwarz superalgebras are not the only supersymmetric
extensions of the Virasoro algebra  In fact the possible extensions were discussed by
Ademollo et al   ! who wrote down explicitly the anticommutation relations
satised by N   N   and N   superconformal algebras  In a similar vein
to the N   case for the N   superconformal algebras the Kac determinant
  ! the embedding diagram and character formulae  ! and Fock
space singular vectors   ! have be written down  For the N   case the
determinant formulae have been conjectured  ! although a proof of them still
seems to be lacking  For the N   superconformal algebra the Kac determinant
was conjectured by Kent and Riggs  ! and partially proved by Matsuda  !
and conditions for the existence of unitary representations   ! and character
formulae  ! have been examined  This programme has also been extended to the
d
soextended N   superconformal algebras  !  Another way of extending
the Virasoro algebra is to include primary elds of spin greater than  resulting in a
class of algebras called Walgebras  These are nonlinear algebras in the sense that
the commutation relations do not close on the algebra itself but on its universal
enveloping algebra   ! 
The nal algebras we shall mention are the quantum ane algebras which are
qdeformations of KacMoody algebras
b
g  These algebras can either be dened by
Chevally generators associated to the simple roots of the Dynkin diagram of
b
g  !
or by the deformation of the central extension of the loop algebra g  C  t t
 
!  ! 
However in this latter description the expression for the coproduct of the raising
and lowering generators is not quite complete  In analogy with the undeformed





structed  ! using one set of deformed bosonic oscillators  This was extended to the
case of arbitrary level k by using three sets of deformed oscillators  ! These
various realizations were shown to be equivalent and the relations between them were





were constructed  ! using n

  commuting sets of deformed bosons 
The main application of quantum ane algebras has been to studying the degen
eracies in the spectrum of the antiferromagnetic XXZ quantum spin chain Hamil
tonian in the thermodynamic limit i e  as the length of the chain tends to inn
ity  !  In this scheme the Hamiltonian of the spin # XXZ chain is related




sl and the space of states realized by the innite
tensor product of twodimensional vector spaces is isomorphic to the tensor product




sl modules  The isomorphism is accomplished by certain
	vertex operators
 which are dened as intertwiners algebra homomorphisms be
tween irreducible representations  From the denition it is possible to obtain explicit
realizations of these intertwiners acting on Fock representations  !  Physically
relevant quantities are then given by ratios of weighted traces of these intertwiners
over the appropriate irreducible representations  ! 

  Structure of the thesis
We begin in Chapter  with a review of the symmetric functions we shall be dealing
with in this thesis Sfunctions Qfunctions HallLittlewood functions Jack func
tions and Macdonalds functions  In addition to reviewing some of the standard
results concerning these functions we provide a new proof of one of Littlewoods re
sults concerning the inner product of Sfunctions along with some generalizations 
The inner product of HallLittlewood functions is dened and Littlewoods result is
generalized to this case as well providing an ecient procedure for calculating these
inner product coecients  In the last part of this chapter we examine the relation
ship between Macdonalds functions associated with di"erent parameters obtaining
some explicit results with the aid of some identities involving basic hypergeometric
series 
In Chapter  we dene the concept of Sfunctions of a replicated argument which
turn out to be related to Jack symmetric functions  We utilize these functions in
answering a question concerning functions dual to compound and supersymmetric
Sfunctions under an induced inner product  All of these results are then extended
to the HallLittlewood case  In the nal section we introduce qreplicated Schur and
HallLittlewood functions and show how they are related to Macdonalds functions 
All of the standard bases for the ring of symmetric functions spanned by Macdonalds
functions are described while the relations between them are listed in Appendix F 
Throughout this chapter various interesting combinatorial identities arise and are
examined 
The calculation of branching rules for the N   and N   superconformal
algebras is the objective of Chapter   Identities such as the Jacobi triple product
identity and Watsons quintuple product identity are used to derive branching rules for
certain winding subalgebras of the N   superconformal algebra  This is extended
to the N   superconformal algebras where new identities are derived to tackle this
branching rule problem as well as the determination of certain decompositions of the
tensor product of two irreducible representations of these algebras 
Various applications of the bosonfermion correspondence to the theory of sym
metric functions are examined in Chapter   After a brief review of the classical
bosonfermion correspondence we derive a result concerning the multiplication and
skewing of Sfunctions by power sum symmetric functions  This is mildly generalized
to an identity involving Sfunctions and elementary HallLittlewood functions  We
look at the Qfunction case and derive similar results with regards to the multiplica
tion and skewing of Qfunctions by power sums  The bosonfermion correspondence
is then applied to developing an algorithm for Sfunction multiplication where we
derive some explicit results for decomposing the product of Sfunctions in terms of
nonstandard Sfunctions  We then turn our attention to the calculation of outer








x which enable us to derive some explicit
results concerning more general plethysms 
We then generalize this by nding applications of Jings generalized bosonfermion
correspondence to the theory of HallLittlewood functions  Firstly we derive an
algorithm for decomposing HallLittlewood functions in terms of Sfunctions and

exhibit this procedure through some explicit results for one and twopart and one
hook Halllittlewood functions  Secondly we introduce the concept of the outer
plethysm of two HallLittlewood functions and as in the Sfunction case we use the
aforementioned generalized bosonfermion correspondence in deriving some explicit
formulae concerning the calculation of these plethysms 
In Chapter  we use symmetric function techniques to carry out some calculations




sl  We dene an inner product on the





the ring of symmetric functions %
F
 where F  Q q  The matrix elements of the
currents of this algebra are then described in terms of a set of symmetric functions
dened by Kerov  !  Traces of products of these currents can then be calculated
following a procedure introduced by King  !  These results are then extended to




sl using the realization given by Matsuo  ! 
Conclusions are presented in Chapter  where we summarize the new results ob
tained and outline possible directions for future research 
Several appendices are given at the end where detailed proofs of some of the results





In this chapter we shall review the parts of the theory of symmetric functions which
we shall use in this thesis  Most of the material covered here can be found in  
!  In addition we derive some new results concerning inner products of Schur
and HallLittlewood functions and some identities between Macdonalds functions 
  Sfunctions




        
p
 be a partition of weight n










        
p

   To a given partition  one can ascribe a
Young diagram with 

boxes in the rst row 

boxes in the second row and so on 




denote the conjugate partition of   That is the partition obtained by reecting
the Young diagram about the main diagonal  Thus in the above example we have







An alternative notation for the partition  is the Frobenius notation  Suppose the
Young diagram of  has r boxes along its main diagonal  Then we say  has Frobenius
rank r  Let a
i
be the number of boxes to the right of the ith diagonal box and b
i


































       
 b
r
   Sometimes we shall also write
  a





        b
r
  Thus the Young diagram   represents the partition
 j  in Frobenius notation  The advantage of this notation is that the conjugate



















A partition with Frobenius rank one is called a onehook while a rank  partition
is called a twohook etc 




        x
n
with



































where if 	  p  n we set 
p 
        
n
   Then these functions where 
runs over all partitions of length less than or equal to n form a Zbasis for %
n
  That
is every symmetric function in %
n
can be written as a linear combination of the m
 
with integer coecients  It is often more useful to work with a countably innite
number of variables and then specialize by setting all but a nite number of them to
zero  This is achieved by working with the ring % which is dened to be the inverse
limit of the gradedrings %
n
see  ! for details 
Given p   let e
n


































































x      


































   R   
Given a partition  of length 	  p let &
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 being the Vandermonde determinant  For a nite number
of indeterminates x

        x
p
























        x
p






        x
p
 if 	  p
 if 	 
 p
which allows one to talk about Sfunctions in a countable number of indeterminates
x  The Sfunctions s
 
form a Zbasis for the ring %  There are actually several
standard bases for %  For   





































One important identity involving Sfunctions and the complete symmetric func
tions h
 
is the JacobiTrudi identity
s
 







where n  	 is arbitrary  In the above determinant it is understood that h
n
 



























The equation   can be used to derive modi cation rules which enable non
standard Sfunctions  functions s
 
where the elements of  are not in nonincreasing
















$        
p
g interchanging two







  two consecutive rows are equal
	 if 
p
  then s
 
  the last row is a row of zeros 
Another determinantal formula for Sfunctions exists for  written in Frobenius no
tation the Giambelli formula if   a






























































        b
r
g  
with similar rules for the labels b
i
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From this formula Macdonald   p  Ex  ! denes s
ajb
for arbitrary integers a
and b and concludes that s
ajb






We would like to point out that   is valid only in the case a   b   because
there are b$  terms in    To get an expression in the case a   b   we use























  Hence the correct denition of s
ajb
in the











 b   a   a$ b  

b 
 b   a   a$ b  
 else 






















































Multiplication of Sfunctions also called the outer product of Sfunctions is ex




















are called LittlewoodRichardson coecients and there is a com
binatorial rule for their determination the details of which we refer the reader to  ! 
Sfunctions and power sums are related by the characters of the symmetric group
S
n





























is the character of the representation  of S
n
evaluated on elements of the










 for a partition of the form   n
m
n




















































An important ingredient for discussing Sfunctions is the fact that one can dene






































By using the Frobenius formulae   and then the orthogonality relations   in















































It then follows from   that the Sfunctions s
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is the conjugate partition of   We shall discuss more about compound and
supersymmetric Sfunctions in Chapter  





















is the multiplicity of the irreducible S
n
representation  in the Kronecker





















Note that they are symmetric under the interchange of any of the three indices  









 which follows from application






















 is just there to distinguish it from the 	outer
 product of Sfunctions
given by   and should not be confused with the inner product bilinear form
   Although   gives an explicit formula for calculating the inner product
coecients it is not particularly ecient for that purpose  Littlewood  ! has given
an alternative procedure for their evaluation using the theory of induced representa























which Remmel  ! has generalized to the case where the Sfunctions appearing here
are replaced by skew Sfunctions  We would like to point out another proof of  






























holds for all partitions    and   Call the expression on the left of   I
 
and that on the right J
 






















































































The above method can be used for other identities of the same ilk so that we can






















































































































































































































































































The identities     appear to be new 
 Qfunctions
The study of projective representations of S
n
led Schur to introduce some more sym
metric functions which are called Qfunctions  Elementary Qfunctions q
n
x are









































      !  One consequence of   is that it leads to a














which by Cramers rule provides us with determinant formulae which express the q
n
in terms of p
k 











































































































































































































the subscripts on the determinants in the above equations represent the size of the





in terms of power sums p
n
  p  ! 








        x
n
 for a nite number of arguments








































































































where DP is the set of all partitions with distinct parts 
Another equivalent way of dening Qfunctions is through Pfaans  Before we










x      






















x  If PfA denotes the Pfaf



































        
p
   This denition has the advantage that it can be used when
the number of indeterminates is not necessarily nite 
More recently an analogue of   has been proven  ! with the result that for
n 
















































If p is odd one must replace  by
'
 and if n is odd x









One particular generalization of the idea of Sfunctions is that of the HallLittlewood
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 and t is some parameter  When t  
Q
 
reduces to the Sfunction s
 
 while the Qfunctions introduced in the previous




There exists a modication rule for HallLittlewood functions Q
 
x t where  is
a nonstandard partition as follows  Let s  r and m   

















































 r  s  m 
 




F be the ring of symmetric functions over F   In the
case of the HallLittlewood functions   in an innite number of indeterminates
it is known  ! that they form a basis for %
F
where F  Q t the eld of rational
functions in t 
An inner product h     i
t
can be dened on the space %
F
so that the power sum
symmetric functions p
 

























being dened as on page   Given a partition   n
m
n














t   t t
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By an argument similar to that occuring for the Sfunction case cf   it follows

































so that in particular q
n
x   h
n
x  From the determinantal expansion of h
n
x in





















































































































which follows directly from the generating functions     and    This









































































x t  l h s  
where in the last line we have used   
Multiplication of HallLittlewood functions P
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t  Z t! and are nonzero if and only if jj  jj $ j  There are several
explicit formulae known for these coecients especially when    is a horizontal









       can be expressed as
Q
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Following  ! we can dene an operator D on %
F








Then it is clear using the inner product   that the skew functions   can
































The transformation between the power sums and the HallLittlewood functions
P
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  Like the characters of S
n
 these





















































tabulated by Morris  ! 




















  n   










































Tables of the polynomials 
 

t are given in Appendix E for partitions of weight
   From these tables it appears that 
 

t  Z t! although it is not clear whether
this is valid in general  If it were true it would be natural to ask whether or not
there was a combinatorial description of these polynomials as there is for the Kostka
Foulkes polynomials K
 
t which are the elements of the transition matrix between
HallLittlewood and Sfunctions 
















x t    
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Using   and generating function techniques one can derive an analogue of equa




























Unfortunately it is not possible to express either side of the the above equation in
terms of inner or outer products of HallLittlewood function as in    Never
theless we can still use   to calculate 
 

t in some simple cases in a similar
manner to   
Example






























 n  


























The advantage of this expression over the direct formula   is that it involves a
sum involving pn$ terms where pn is the number of partitions of n instead
































  tt$ t$  t


which agrees with the entry appearing in the tables of Appendix E which were
generated by direct calculations using   
 Macdonald functions
Finally we discuss another set of symmetric functions over the eld F  Qq t
which are generalizations of the HallLittlewood functions  We rst dene an inner




























Then it was shown by Macdonald  ! that there exist unique symmetric functions
P
 
x q t satisfying the following conditions
P
 












x q t P

x q t i
qt
  for     
where the order  is any total order compatible with the dominance partial order 
dened by
   





$      $ 
k

k     
By compatible we mean that if  precedes  under the dominance order  then it
















q t so that
























where we understand a q

   Then from the explicit form of the power sums it































are dual bases for %
F
  It follows then that the
Macdonald functions P
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There is a beautiful formula for the specialization x   t t
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 t        t
n 



























and lx are respectively the number of squares to the left to the right above and
below the node x  In particular it follows that for one variable z
P
m




Macdonald has dened 	integral forms
 J
 
x q t of the functions P
 
x q t by
J
 
















with ax lx dened above  They are 	integral
 in the sense that if they are
expanded in terms of the functions S
 















then it is conjectured that the functions K
 
q t are polynomials in q and t with
integral coecients  In the case where 	   or 	

   then Stembridge  !
has proven that K
 
q t is a polynomial while when  is a hookpartition then
this is a polynomial with nonnegative coecients  If X
 
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For these functions there is an inner product h     i

on the ring %
G
of symmetric




























where the numerical factor j
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form a basis for %
G
 dual to the Sfunctions under the inner product    We shall
see in Chapter  that the functions T

 
are intimately related to Sfunctions with a
replicated argument 
We shall now describe how it is possible to derive some relations between onerow
and tworow Macdonald functions associated with di"erent parameters  It follows










































































































































Now the Pieri formulae for onerow Macdonald functions which expressses the prod















where p  nm   d
p




















It turns out that by applying the formula   to the functions appearing in  
we can reexpress them in terms of the functions Q
nm











































































































Although it is not apparent we can rewrite this as a terminating basic hypergeometric
































































From   the result   follows and the proof of   is similar 















q t k Q

q t  
where the functions a
 
q t k  Zq t the eld of quotients of integervalued poly




















































































































































q t k appears to contain some general structure  This is not surprising



































































where a b  Z
 
  In the case k   we have checked for partitions of weight  
and all coecients a
 
q t are of this form  It remains to be seen what is so special
about this case 
Another result stemming from the Pieri formula   concerns the expansion of
Q
p




 t  By considering the generating function
  and splitting the innite product into factors involving even and odd powers
























































Again by applying the Pieri formula   to   resumming the resulting ex
































































To prove the summation formula  
























































































































































































































































































































Again we may ask the question as to whether the functions Q
 
q t can be ex




 t where the coecients in the expansion





































































































































































We note once again that for k 
  the above coecients do not necessarily factorize
but when k   they do  We have also checked this for partitions of weight  and the




Symmetric Functions of a
Replicated Argument
In this chapter we discuss symmetric functions of a replicated argument and their
applicability in the problem of determining dual functions of compound and super
symmetric symmetric functions under an induced inner product  After rst providing
some motivation for the problem we dene replicant Sfunctions and investigate their
dual basis under the normal Schur function inner product  The dual compound prob
lem is then solved with the aid of these replicant functions  These results are then
extended to the HallLittlewood case and some interesting combinatorial identities
are derived in the process 
We then introduce qreplicant symmetric functions and generalize the identities
of the previous section  The relationship of these qreplicant symmetric functions to
Macdonalds symmetric functions is then examined and some standard bases for the
symmetric functions over the eld F  Qq t are listed with the transition matrices
between them being calculated in Appendix F 
  Motivation
As mentioned in Chapter  innite dimensional Heisenberg algebras play a central
role in applying symmetric function techniques to various problems in mathematical
physics  This algebra is generated by operators f
i






!  n 
n m
   














with the central element 

acting as a constant  An alternative basis to that consist
ing of monomials in the creation operators 
 n
 which corresponds to the power sum
basis p
 
x is the basis consisting of all Schur functions s
 
x  The Sfunction basis

has proven convenient for carrying out calculations in bosonic Fock spaces using the
realization   




the Heisenberg algebra   or k copies in general realized on the space %x%y 










































In the language of symmetric functions this corresponds to using the inner product
h     i
x
y
on the space %x %y  Compound Sfunctions form a basis for the






 which are only orthonormal under the
inner product h     i
xy
  A natural question to ask then is what is the nature of the




It turns out that the key to this question is the notion of Sfunctions of a repli
cated argument  These functions formally extend the idea of compound Sfunctions
s
 
x x        x to the case where the argument x is repeated  times where  is not
necessarily an integer 
 Replicant Sfunctions































        Here the coecients 
 

denote the coecients arising in the inner







y along with the Frobenius formula    First
note that for an Sfunction with its arguments set equal to  we have  !
s
 



























 i  j $  are the content and hooklength respectively of the node
x    This denition reduces to the usual denition of a binomial coecient when

  n a onepart partition  With the particular choice y           
 z 
n
 in   it





























The generalized binomial coecient   is just a polynomial in the variable X and
can thus be evaluated for any X  R  Hence following  ! given   R we dene




































x  In analogy to the Frobenius formulae   we


























  R   
Certainly this is true when   n an integer  To prove it for arbitrary   R is















But this is just an identity of polynomials in the variable  which we know holds
for the 	variable
 n hence   is true for all   R  If we now multiply both sides

























Note that we can utilize   and the denition of 
 

see   to rewrite the
transition coecients b
 























As alluded to in Chapter  there is a connection between Sfunctions of a repli


























However the right hand side of the above equation is just the expansion in terms of









































































is the inverse Kostka matrix which is the transition matrix between the
monomial symmetric functions and the Sfunctions  By inserting   into  
using the denition of b
 
given by   and using both of the orthogonality
































under the ordinary Sfunction inner product h     i  To answer this question let us

































































































































































 i  
 
   
















and the endomorphism 
























































































































































































Using the selfdual nature of Sfunctions see   one can show explicitly that
  is true for the above functions
  Compound Sfunctions and duality
Next we return to the question of compound Sfunctions and duality  Let %x y














































We can ask ourselves the following question what are the functions dual to the
compound Sfunctions under the inner product   In other words we want to
















Consider the following compound Sfunctions
s



























































Then it can be checked that the functions 's
 
































































































































 we know that Sfunctions with a


































































































































































which agrees with the above example 
We can extend the above result by considering n sets of variable x
i











        x
n
 the functions dual




        x
n





        %x
n

























We can repeat the analysis of the previous section in the case of supersymmetric
Sfunctions s
 




















xy then we nd that the coecients in the super
symmetric case are exactly the same as those in the compound case  i e  given by






















We should point out here the relationship between compound supersymmetric and
























































in any symmetric function of weight jj is equivalent to applying the involution

j j
 to that function  That is on the subspace %
n
of homogeneous symmetric






































so that supersymmetric Sfunctions can be viewed as compound Sfunctions where
the second set of indeterminates is replicated  times 
 HallLittlewood functions
In this section we shall extend the concept of replicated argument to HallLittlewood






























There is no succinct expression for P

        
 z 
n
 t as there is in the Sfunction case 
The best we can do is to use the inverse KostkaFoulkes matrix dened as the tran












along with    This enables us to dene HallLittlewood functions of a replicated













































































we can rewrite the coecients g
 























Note that from the orthogonality relations   this transition matrix reduces to
the identity matrix as   

Before embarking on a study of the dual compound HallLittlewood functions
let us try to glean some identities involving z
 
t as we did in the t   case see



































































These functions can be considered to be a special case of a set of generalized symmetric
functions considered by Morris  ! where the single parameter t in   is replaced
by a set of parameters t

        t
m





 t  g
 
n




x y denotes the Lagrange polynomial with





































  $         $ r   denotes the Pochhammer symbol  If we now















































Note that the rst of these relations can also be deduced from the orthogonality
relation   upon setting     n  See also reference  !  The identity



























which is proved in the same way as   and   were  To see that   is just














   Dual compound HallLittlewood functions


































































and using the various properties of the endomorphisms 

and  
Again the question may be asked as to the nature of the functions dual to these
compound functions under the inner product of %x t! %y t!  A similar analysis
























x y t P








Given the weight  compound functions
P

x y t  P















x y t  P





























































































































 t $ t  t










   Dual supersymmetric HallLittlewood functions
Let us extend the results of the previous section to the supersymmetric case  Before
we do this we rst have to dene what we mean by supersymmetric HallLittlewood
functions  We dene P
 
xy t to be compound HallLittlewood functions in the
























































There is no simple relation between P
 
xy t and P
 
yx t as there is in the S









yx t and the


























One more interesting observation concerns the elementary supersymmetric functions
q
n





































































































































































then setting    in   we recover   






















xy t i  
 
   





























































 t then   will hold 
 qreplicated symmetric functions
We shall now generalize some of the results of section   by introducing qreplicated
symmetric functions whose q   limits are the 	ordinary
 replicated symmetric
functions  We begin by recalling the formula for Sfunction of a nite number of
variables evaluated at x   q q

        q
N 





































with cx and hx denoting the content and hook length respectively at the node
x    Using this we dene qreplicated Sfunctions for any  q  R by
s
 

















If we again dene power sums via the Frobenius formula   then
p
 















q    q
 
 
         q
 
m















































q t is dened in    Let us pause for a moment to examine the second
of these identities  By writing u  q


















































































is the number of parts

























































































Note that letting q   in examples a and b reproduces the identities in   
Using     and   it follows that
Q
 
























    In the limit    equation  


















































where we have used the expression for the inverse KostkaFoulkes matrices occuring
in   for q   
















































  n   
Before examining this identity for generic values of q let us rst take the spe













is the specialization endomorphism dened by   







































Let us illustrate some of the twovariable identities in the above equation by making
particular choices for   It can be checked that when   n respectively 
n
 is
substituted into   we recover the rst identity in   respectively   
















 u u t 

















































Let us return to   for the case of generic q  Inserting   n we obtain after


























The particular choices of u  q q
 
reproduce   while if u  q




































  Relation to Macdonald functions
Let us now show that the qreplicated S and HallLittlewood functions introduced























we deduce from   that s
n




 a onepart Macdonald func

























so that the functions s
 
x q  form a basis for %
F
 F  Q q q

 dual to the S
functions under the inner product   with t  q

  We shall return to this point
presently 
We can ask ourselves once again what are the functions dual to s
 
x q  under
the normal Sfunction innner product    By inspecting the generating function
  we see that
h s
 


























































































































With a bit of algebra one can check that   is indeed satised by these two
functions 
The qreplicated HallLittlewood functions   can also be related to Macdonald
functions  For jqj   let R
 




x q  t  These functions also
form a basis for %
F


















































t  There are several distinguished bases for %
F
 which
we shall now list  Let
T
 







x q t  Q
n
x q t is the elementary Macdonald function whose generat
ing function is given by    Then the T
 











x q t Q
 
x q t R
 






























x q  were introduced in
reference   Sec   Ex  ! 






































































































The N   and N   superconformal algebras are the objects of study in this
chapter  We derive branching rules governing the reduction of certain irreducible
representations of the Ramond superalgebra into its Ramond and NeveuSchwarz
winding subalgebras  Some tensor product decompositions of the N   supercon
formal algebras are then investigated along with their winding subalgebra branching
rules 
Unlike investigations of semisimple Lie algebras where symmetric function tech
niques can be applied to the branching rule problem we must resort here to the
	brute force
 decomposition of the characters of the appropriate irreducible repre
sentations  As a result the calculations of these superconformal algebra branching
rules may seem to proceed in a rather ad hoc manner  Nevertheless it is instructive
to demonstrate some of the techniques needed to carry out such calculations  The
key to these results are identities such as the Jacobi triple product and Watsons
quintuple product identities and some new 	twovariable
 identities which convert
innite products to innite sums 
  Branching rules for N    superconformal al
gebras
We begin by recalling the denitions of the NeveuSchwarz and Ramond N   su
perconformal algebras  These are innitedimensional superalgebras with even gen
erators fL
n
 n  Zg and odd generators fG
r
 r  Z $

















































where nm  Z for both algebras and r s  Z  


or r s  Z $


    for the
Ramond which we shall denote by R and the NeveuSchwarz denoted by NS alge
bras respectively  Obviously they both contain the Virasoro algebra as a subalgebra
with central charge c 


*c  Again due to   *c takes on a constant value on any
irreducible representation  These representations V *c h are generated by a highest
weight vector j hi which satises
L
n
j hi  G
r







j hi  hj hi
In reference  ! the conditions on h and *c for the representation to be unitary were

















where p          m   q          m $  with p  q even for the NeveuSchwarz
algebra and odd for the Ramond algebra 
The characters of the unitary irreducible modules of the Ramond and Neveu




























































































when *c h belong to the discrete series    The factor of  which appears in the
Ramond characters is a result of the fact that when h  *c the highest weight is
twofold degenerate  ! 

 






 and so when h  	c 
 the odd vector G

j hi is also
a highest weight vector

We now turn our attention to the branching of irreducible representations of the
N   superconformal algebras induced by what are known as their winding sub
algebras  Winding subalgebra branching rules for KacMoody algebras have been
investigated by Kac and Wakimoto  ! while those for the Virasoro algebra have
been studied by Baake  !  We will not be able to use symmetric function tech
niques and we will have to appeal directly to the decomposition of various characters 









































If the original N   superalgebra has central charge c then the pth winding sub
algebra is an N   superconformal algebra with central charge pc  Moreover if a
module of the original N   superalgebra has a highest weight h then this same






 with respect to its pth winding subalgebra 
The question as to what type i e  Ramond or NeveuSchwarz of subalgebra these
winding subalgebras are depends on the type of algebra being considered and also
upon whether p is even or odd  Consider the case when the original algebra is the
Ramond algebra  This has generators G
r




dened by   will generate a Ramond subalgebra regardless of whether p is odd or
even  However these generators can also generate a NeveuSchwarz subalgebra if p is
an even integer but not when p is odd 
When the original algebra is a NeveuSchwarz algebra things are di"erent  This
algebra has generators G
r







will thus generate a Neveu
Schwarz subalgebra if p is odd but not if p is even  In a similar manner it can be seen
that these generators will not dene a Ramond winding subalgebra for any integer p 




of the p   subalgebra























































These branching rules have applications in deducing the spectrum of the D Ising
model with a defect  !  It was observed that the property of these branching rules
being multiplicity free was characteristic of the p   case only  We will now see that





rules of the p   winding subalgebras and that not only are they multiplicityfree
but nite as well 




Ramond modules into both Ramond and NeveuSchwarz submodules  In this


































Let us introduce some identities which will be of use in the calculations  Firstly




















 x   j z j   










































































  We will now calculate how the c 
































































































































































This last equation can be simplied by setting q  z























































































































































































Note that these branching rules are multiplicityfree and nite 
 NeveuSchwarz subalgebra
In this subsection we will see how the c 


Ramond modules split up into the direct
sum of irreducible modules of its c 






































































If we now use the quintuple identity in its ratio form   on the last product in





























































































































































Thus we see that these branching rules are nite and again multiplicityfree up to
the overall doubling associated with the twofold degeneracy of the Ramond highest
weight 
For generic p 
  the central charge pc when c is any member of the discrete
series of central charges   is no longer a member of this discrete series  Hence





clear that the multiplicities occurring in the p 
  branching rules explode  To solve
this 	missing label
 problem it would be necessary to construct additional invariants
for the winding subalgebras in much the same way as it is done in the ordinary Lie
algebra case see for example  ! 
 Branching rules for N    superconformal al
gebras
We shall now extend the results of the previous section to the case of the N   su
perconformal algebras  In addition to investigating the winding subalgebra branching
rules we shall examine the decomposition of the tensor product of certain irreducible
representations of these algebras which turn out to be nite and multiplicityfree 
These tensor product decompositions have been studied in the case of the Virasoro




is multiplicityfree and in the case of the two N   superconformal algebras  !
where the product of two irreducible c 


representations is  nite and multiplicity
free 




























































































is the antisymmetric symbol with 

 $  Clearly the generators L
n
form





Ka,cMoody subalgebra with central term 'c 
There are three di"erent types of algebras called the P  A and T algebras de
pending upon how the various generators are moded  !  For all three algebras
the elements L
n
are moded by the integers Z  For the P algebra we have generators
J
n
 n  Z and G
j
r
 r  Z  For the A algebra we have J
n
 n  Z and G
j
r




Finally for the T algebra the generators G

n










Highest weight representations of the A algebra are labelled by real numbers 'c h q
corresponding to the eigenvalues of the maximal abelian subalgebra of the A algebra




g  The module V
A
'c h q is generated by a unique
up to scalar multiple highest weight vector j h qi satisfying
X
n





j h qi  hj h qi  
J














 g are the raising generators of the A
algebra 
Highest weight representations of the P algebra are also labelled by real numbers
'c h q  However there are two types of highest weight representations P

depending




  In both types
of modules which we will denote by V
P

'c h q the highest weight vector satises
X
n










































 g  Moreover for the P
 
modules the high
est weight state obeys the additional relation
G






while for the P
 








































representations are actually isomorphic 
For the T algebra the generators J
n
are moded by Z $


so that the maximal
abelian subalgebra is generated by f'c L

g  Therefore highest weight representations
V
T
'c h are labelled by the eigenvalue h of L

and the central charge 'c  The highest
weight state j hi satises
X
n




















The conditions for a representation of the N   SCAs to be unitary were found
by Boucher Friedan and Kent  !  Restricting ourselves to the case when 'c  




m            
Moreover for each integer m the corresponding eigenvalues h and q must assume the
following form















j k  Z$























j k  Z   j   k j $ k  m   















The characters of the A and P












where the trace is taken over the module V
AP

'c h q  Similarly the character of







with the trace taken over the module V
T
'c h 
In references  ! the characters of the irreducible unitary representations
with 'c   were computed  For the A P























































































































































































This factorized form will also be very useful later on  Note also the symmetries of




































































However when h  'c there is no factor of  appearing in the above character
formulae for the T algebra  This is due to the fact that when h  'c the highest




j hi  But when h  'c the latter vector is singular i e  it is annihilated by the
raising generators and has zero norm and hence the submodule with this vector as
its highest weight vector is factored out when creating the irreducible module with
these particular values of highest weight h and central charge 'c  Thus there are only
	half
 the number of states in the irreducible module with the consequence that the
degeneracy of each eigenvalue of the L

operator is half what it usually is 
















   Certainly if V
k
has central charge 'c
k
 k    then the tensor













is not and that it decomposes into a direct sum
which may be nite or innite of irreducible submodules  In reference  ! it was
found that a sucient condition for the tensor product decomposition of two unitary


















belonged to the unitary discrete series    Moreover these
decompositions were multiplicityfree for the NeveuSchwarz algebra  For the N  




 belonging to the series   which satisfy







In the case of the N   SCA we conjecture that the same condition applies 





and sucient condition for the tensor product decomposition of these two modules































belonging to the N  




















In this section we shall be calculating explicitly some of the tensor product decompo
sitions of unitary irreducible N   modules with these central charges and exhibit
their nite nature  As we also observed with the N   winding subalgebra branch
ings there appears to be no systematic way of examining all cases together  We
therefore examine in detail some selected decompositions which exhibit some of the
techniques required to tackle such calculations and list the rest of the results in
Appendix G 
For the T algebra in addition to examining the nite case we shall also be







It was shown in   ! that tensor product decompositions of two unitary irre
ducible Virasoro algebra N   SCA modules was multiplicityfree but innite








  in fact for the dis






 has this property 
Unfortunately for the N   superalgebras there are no pairs of central charges with






















belonging to the series   satisfy    For these cases we shall nd
that innite multiplicityfree up to an overall factor of  which may be induced
by the double degeneracy of the highest weight tensor product decompositions of T
algebra modules exist for these values of central charges too 

 The T algebra
In this subsection we will restrict our attention to the T algebra  The techniques that

















along with the Jacobi triple product identity   and Watsons quintuple identity
  
Let us rst consider T algebra representations with 'c 


  From the unitary
constraints   the only module with 'c 

































































































































































































































































Note that this decomposition is multiplicityfree which is due to the fact that the













































































































































































In Appendix G we have summarized the nite tensor product decompositions which
have been obtained 
Let us now turn our attention to the pairs of central charges in   whose decom







































































































































Note that the above two decompositions are multiplicityfree coming from the fact






 which has a nondegenerate highest weight 
We can do the same thing with a 'c 
















































































 The A algebra
The calculation of tensor product decompositions of A algebra modules is somewhat
more involved due to the fact that the vectors in these modules are indexed by two
labels and so the characters are functions of two indeterminates  This means we
can no longer use the onevariable identities such as the triple product and quintuple
product identities 
One of the twovariable identities which we shall nd use for is the one found



































where y   and j x j   This identity arose in references   ! from the
character formulae and the fact that the trivial one dimensional representation of the
A algebra has unit character  One nds the same up to a change of variables identity
from examination of the character of the trivial representation of the P

algebras 
For a recent discussion of these types of identities which arise from considering various











and hence there are only three unitary simple modules with this value of









we drop the superscripts
A and P

for convenience  Thus there are only six distinct tensor products we can
consider and these fall into two di"erent types  One set does not reduce that is the
tensor product modules remain irreducible and the other set decompose into two
irreducible modules  As an example of the former let us consider the tensor product
decomposition of the module V 










































































































































































































































































































































































































   V 


    V 







The entire set of six decompositions between the various 'c 


A modules is given in
Appendix G 




tensored together with 'c 






modules there are six unitary 'c 


modules with characters 

jk




































g  This gives total of  di"er
ent tensor products of this type  In this section we will consider a selection of them 













































With an argument similar to that used in Appendix A we can convert the function
F

























































   V 


    V 






With the one identity   we are able to calculate several other tensor product
decompositions of this type although sometimes it is not particularly easy to see














































As it stands the identity   cannot be applied to the innite product which
appears in    However let us make the substitution y  zx

in    Then the





















































where going from equation   to   we have shifted the indices by an appropri












































































































































The identity   can similarly be used to compute four other tensor product de






A modules  These are listed in Appendix G 
  The P algebra
The calculations needed to calculate the tensor product decompositions of unitary
irreducible P

modules are very similar to those in the case of the A algebra  Here we
will consider the P
 
algebra only as the P
 

























  Hence there are only six di"erent decompositions among these modules 





































































































Letting y  zx
	




























































































































Note that in   the eigenvalues of J

do not seem to add up correctly  This is





whereas we are labelling the
modules by the quantity q 




modules of the P
 
algebra are very similar and the results are shown in
Appendix G 
 Winding subalgebras of the N    supercon
formal algebras
We shall conclude this chapter with a study of the nite branching rules of the various
winding subalgebras of the N   superconformal algebras  As in the N   case
these subalgebras are indexed by a positive integer p and are generated by the
















































These winding subalgebras carry a central charge of p'c as can easily be checked
by direct calculation  The type A P

or T  of algebra the winding subalgebra
is depends on p and on the type of algebra the original algebra was  Suppose the
original algebra was a T SCA  Then if p is odd there exists a T winding subalgebra
but if p is even then no winding subalgebras exist  Similarly the A algebra has only
winding A subalgebras if p is odd but no others if p is even  The case of the P

algebra is more interesting  Certainly it is easy to see that for p both even and odd
there are P

winding subalgebras  Moreover when p is even there exist welldened




p   the branching rules are nite  So let us now consider the winding A P
 
 and






  Winding A subalgebras
Let us examine the winding A subalgebras of the P
 






modules the p   winding A subalgebra has central charge 'c 


which is also a central charge which belongs to the discrete series  To compute these

branching rules note that the P
 
character can be written in terms of an A character








































































































where q  x
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with the equivalence of expressions   and   being established by an argument
similar to that given in Appendix A 

























































Note how the L

eigenvalue of the P
 
highest weight state changes when considered
as a highest weight state of its winding A subalgebra  The highest weight vector of
the P
 

































eigenvalue of this rst module however does not change it
only appears to because of the way P

modules are labelled the J

eigenvalue of the
highest weight vector of the module V
P

'c h q is q


  In a similar fashion we can









































































If we now consider the p   winding P
 












































































































































































   Winding T subalgebras
The case of the winding T subalgebras is more interesting most notably because T
characters are functions of only one parameter whereas P
 
characters are functions
of two parameters  We can however comfortably set y   in the P
 
characters



























































































































and hence the highest weight state in this irreducible T module is not



































































This concludes the calculations of the branching rules of the winding subalgebras
of the P
 
algebra with 'c 


 which we conjecture are the only nite decompositions
associated with the winding subalgebras of the N   SCAs 
We note here that unlike the case for the N   SCAs  ! the necessary

































  Z for the A algebra  







for the P algebra
































There is one more additional 'c 


module satisfying the conditions   which






However this module does not appear in the above tensor product decomposition and
so the above conditions are only necessary not sucient  It is to be hoped that in the
future sucient conditions for a module to appear in a tensor product decomposition





In this chapter we discuss the bosonfermion correspondence and how it can be applied
to derive many explicit results concerning symmetric functions  We begin with a
brief review of the bosonfermion correspondence for Sfunctions and Qfunctions
and derive some explicit results concerning the multiplication of these functions by
power sums  We then proceed to apply the bosonfermion correspondence to the
problem of outer multiplication LittlewoodRichardson rule and outer plethysm of
Sfunctions  We then turn to HallLittlewood functions deriving an algorithm for
decomposing these functions in terms of Sfunctions  Finally we dene the concept of
the outer plethysm of HallLittlewood functions and generalize the results developed
in earlier sections to enable us to calculate some examples explicitly 
  The bosonfermion correspondence for
Sfunctions
Central to the development of the results in this chapter is the concept of the boson
fermion BF correspondence  ! and its relationship to the theory of symmetric
functions  There are actually three di"erent versions which we shall be using which
can be related to S Q and HallLittlewood functions  They have been used to
great e"ect in deriving various symmetric function identities   ! not to
mention their use in studies of the KP and BKP hierarchies  !  Due to its
importance in what follows we shall devote considerable attention to reviewing the
classical pertaining to Sfunctions BF correspondence which relates free fermions
which generate a Cli"ord algebra to 	free
 bosons which generate a Heisenberg
algebra the latter being able to be realized in terms of symmetric functions  We
shall be mainly using the notation used by the Kyoto school  ! 


























There is a Fock representation F of this algebra with a vacuum ji which satises

i
ji   i   

i
ji   i  
h j
i
  i   h j

i
  i     
Using this denition of the vacuum we can compute the vacuum expectation value
































i  j  
 else
 


































































 n  Z   
Then the operators H
n





!  n 
n m
   
Suppose we have a set of Heisenberg generators f
n
 n  Zg satisfying    For


























Let us adjoin to the Heisenberg algebra an operator q satisfying
 q 
n
!   for n    q 

!  i 










where the generators 
n
for n   act on %x via  
and 



















































































For notational simplicity we drop the symbol  in these and subsequent formulae 
























satisfy the anticommutation relations
of the free fermion algebra    Moreover every state aji a  A in the fermionic
Fock space can be identied with a symmetric function as follows dene a grading
charge on the elements of A by setting deg
i
   deg

i
   for all i  Z






























if l  




















then we have the isomorphism   F 
(
%
aji  hl je
Hx
aji    
In fact each of the charge subspaces F
l
consisting of states aji where a has charge l is
isomorphic to %x  The righthand side of   can be evaluated explicitly in terms
of Sfunctions for a generic state in F so that if   i
s
        i

   j
r




























where  is a partition of the form
  i

$  l i

$  l        i
s










































In deriving the results in this chapter we shall often ignore the momentum factor
e
ilq
occuring in   when no confusion arises  Observe that in the case l   using
the anticommutation relations   and the isomorphism   one can derive the
modication rules for Sfunctions given in Chapter  see page  
As previously mentioned the bosonfermion correspondence has been used to prove
useful identities involving Sfunctions  We now intend to show that it can also be
applied to decompose power sum symmetric functions in terms of Sfunctions  By
using the vertex operators   representing the fermionic currents z and 

z it
was shown  ! that under the above isomorphism the Heisenberg generators  
























x  However according to   H
 n
ji can be written as an innite sum of
bilinear fermionic modes acting on the vacuum only a nite number of which will




























































which is a wellknown identity between the simple power sums p
n
x and onehook











ji in terms of fermionic modes and then using the fermionic
















































x n  m   
In principle one could expand the power sum p
 
x in terms of Sfunctions by ap






      to the Fock space vacuum  However it would be
easier to use recursively the following result





























































































      i
q




        j
q




























      i
q




        j
q




































This can be proved by applying the Heisenberg generators H
n
as given by   to






























ji j  









will arise in the above expansion  However these are easily modied
to standard partitions using the modication rules outlined on page   Equation













where the sum is over all partitions  such that the skew diagram      is a
border strip of length n  By this we mean that  is a connected skew diagram which





 and ht is the one less than the




one can use the algebraic result
  or the combinatorical result   
We have seen how certain fermionic bilinear expressions which represent power
sums were able to be decomposed in terms of Sfunctions via the BF correspondence 
A question which might now be asked is are there any other bilinear expressions in
fermionic modes like   which represent known symmetric functions  Let us try





































the central term arising due to normal ordering in    Note that the usual free
fermion relations are obtained in the limit t   For generic t these generators do
not form a closed algebra  The set fH
n
  n eveng form an ordinary Heisenberg
algebra while the set fH
n





!  n 
n m
 
These operators can be used to generate the principal realization  ! of the level
one KacMoody algebra
d





































  Indeed the operators H
n
t where t is a principal N th
root of unity are the building blocks of the principal realization of
d
glN  ! 




in terms of power sums and their
adjoints unfortunately does not generalize to the t   case  In fact if we have the








then it follows from the vertex operator
realization of the fermionic currents z and 

z in   that
Hw t   w





































































x t p    
where q
n
x t is an elementary HallLittlewood function whose generating function
is given by   and the di"erential operator (q
n
























Thus the operators H
n
t can be realized in terms of fermions as in   or in terms
of bosons as in    Note that the operators given by   have the correct limits








x t  t P
n
x t n 
 
so that if we now use the denition   along with the correspondence   we
obtain another proof c f  page  of the wellknown expression of a onepart Hall

































































































































which is an unusual identity involving elementary HallLittlewood and Sfunctions  If
















i          k and hook Sfunctions of Frobenius rank          k 
 The bosonfermion correspondence for
Qfunctions
In addition to the classical BF correspondence between free fermions and bosons
there is a BF correspondence between neutral free fermions and bosons  Again the
bosons can be realized on the space of symmetric functions  In this case however
the states created out of the neutral free fermions have a nice representation via this
correspondence in terms of Qfunctions  The neutral free fermions 
i
 i  Z are
























There is a vacuum ji dened by 
i











































if j  
 
Then the generators fG
n



















































  Moreover there is an isomorphism of the
















































































  n odd   
As in the Sfunction case there is a relation between odd power sums and Q
functions which is derived by considering the two di"erent ways of writing G
 k 
ji
using the fermionic realization   and the bosonic one    Doing this we














Note that it is only possible to express the odd power sums in terms of Qfunctions






      !  Sim










































Again we can recursively decompose p
 
x with each 
i























































































which can be proved using the anticommutation relations of the neutral free fermions
   Once again the partitions in the above expression are nonstandard and are
changed to standard ones by noting that the interchange of any two consecutive
partition labels introduces a minus sign in front of the Qfunction  As in the S
function case there is a combinatorial version of    We refer the reader to
  ! for the details 
Example






















































































































As another application of the bosonfermion correspondence we shall now show how
it can be utilized to derive fairly explicit formulae for the multiplication of two S
functions in terms of Sfunctions with nonstandard partitions  Let us begin with
the Pieri formula for the multiplication of an Sfunction by a complete symmetric











where the sum is over all partitions  such that  is a horizontal nstrip  That is
the partitions  occuring in the above product are those obtained by adding n extra
boxes to the diagram  in any manner provided that the resulting diagram is a valid
diagram and no two of the added boxes lie in the same column 
The question we can ask ourselves is how can we turn multiplication by h
n
into
an operation involving free fermions The answer comes from the generating function
for h
n











































Thus when we multiply an Sfunction represented by a product of free fermionic
currents by the function h
n
 represented by the current Rz we can shu.e the








which will then hit the vacuum leaving us with an expression involving just free




























































































where the contours in the above integrals circle the origin  The upper limits of this









ji   if















where the expression on the right involves nonstandard Sfunctions which can be
turned into standard Sfunctions using the modication rules described in Chapter  
For k smaller thanm or n many terms on the right hand side of   cancel amongst
themselves so that in this particular case it is not a very ecient formula  However
we shall soon derive a formula which is more ecient when k is small  This method
can be extended to the general case given by the combinatorial expression  















































In the case of the product of a complete symmetric function and a onehook S
































For n  a the partitions in the above expression are standard and the result could
also easily have been derived by adding n boxes to the hook diagram ajb in the
prescribed manner  When n  a the terms on the right start cancelling each other
out  Again we will be able to derive a more ecient expression for this case 
We would now like to start multiplying Sfunctions on the left by the twopart
Sfunction s
nm

































































































































which is a more ecient expression than   for small k  In a similar manner one






















































through use of the generating function
Rz





















































This allows us to write Rz














































Thus by using the relation
z















        z
p


















































Let us now turn our attention to multiplication on the left by onehook Sfunctions 























































































which is a more ecient version of   in the case when p is small 
Note that until now we have not found it necessary to use the anticommutation
relations for free fermions  As a nal example of the method described above and
one in which the anticommutation relations are needed let us consider the product
of two onehook Sfunctions  By using the generating function   along with the
































































Consider for a moment the rst term in the above expression  For it to be nonzero
we require   j  q  We also require that either   i  q   or i  p $ q  j 


















ji  After treating the other


















































Let us remark that instead of considering Sfunction multiplication we can consider
Sfunction division i e  skewing and derive similar formulae by consider the gen
erating functions for Ds





and hence can be applied directly to the generating function for s
 
 crunched
together using the standard rules yielding a formula for the skew function s
 	
in
terms of nonstandard Sfunctions which can then be converted into standard ones
using the modication rules 

 Sfunction plethysms
In this section we shall be interested in a particular operation among S functions
that of outer plethysm  Littlewoods original denition  ! was couched in terms
of invariant matrices of elements of the group GLn and there is a large amount of
literature see for example  ! devoted to the problem of their computation 
There is an alternative denition  ! involving a particular substitution process which




































This allows one to dene the plethysm of two symmetric functions f  g  %x by




       
This operation is rightdistributive but not leftdistributive  !



























are nonnegative integers and the sum is over all partitions of weight
jj  jj   jj 

































  Although this method can
sometimes be ambiguous Butler and King  ! used   to develop an unam
biguous method for calculating these plethysms  While this procedure is useful for
calculating plethysms of Sfunctions of small weight it is not very practical for larger
weights  It is our intention here to outline another way of calculating plethysms which
allow us to obtain some quite general results 









 one expresses s

















 in terms on Sfunctions with argument x along with the Littlewood
Richardson rule for multiplying the Sfunctions together is sucient in theory to
be able to calculate any plethysm 
We will soon see how the BF correspondence and its relation to Sfunctions













       which as explained above allows one to calculate more general
plethysms  The use of vertex operators in investigating Sfunction plethysms is not
new various stability properties of the plethysm operation have been studied  !
in this way  The emphasis in our approach however is on the explicit calculation of
plethysms 









terms of functions of the argument x   By examining the generating function for



































































































Similarly considering the generating function for the elementary symmetric functions












































 can also be
expanded in terms of elementary Qfunctions and replicated Sfunctions 
How do we go about treating Sfunctions associated with more general partitions 
As we saw in section   the creation part of a product of vertex operators of the form
  is a multilinear generating function for Sfunctions associated with partitions of
a particular shape  Hence it might be possible to modify these generating functions
vertex operators to extract the requisite information  This is indeed the case as we
shall now see 

 The case r  
Let us examine the case r   in some detail as it is this case which yields the most









































































  Note that the vertex operators   are just the operators  
with x x

and z  z
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where  is given by    Thus if we could express the vertex operators +z +

z
in terms of the the operators z 






 in terms of functions s












Using   we can write these out as vertex operators of the form
b





































































































































Now note the crucial fact that the operators z and 

z are functions only of the
operators p
n
x acting on the space %x  Thus if we are given a string of vertex
operators +z or +

z acting on the vacuum we can write them out according to
  and then shu.e the operators z and 

z to the right picking up various
factors along the way which will then disappear into the vacuum  This will leave us





z from which one can extract Sfunctions of the argument x  Let us now
examine the details of this procedure 

Using   we can expand
b








































































































x we recover    In a similar




















































































As for the results of section   the partitions that occur in the right hand side of
  may be nonstandard and hence must be modied using the standard rules 
By carefully examining the summation occuring in   and using the modication











































































































In the above expressions the partitions are in standard form provided n   and
n   respectively 



























































































































































One can now use   to rewrite the terms occuring in   in terms of free
fermions which can then be turned into Sfunctions of argument x  Unfortunately it
is not worthwhile writing down explicit expressions like   for partitions of length
greater than two 
There is however a neat formula expressing onehook Sfunctions with argument
x



















































ji  Expressing these back in terms



































Note that all the partitions occuring in the above equation are standard and no
modication is necessary  The extension of this method to phook Sfunctions is now
obvious although again it is not worthwhile to write down any explicit cases 
 The general case














































with a similar expression for +

z which we will not be using  If we express this in



















where   i

 s $  i

 s $         i
s
  Note that in this expression we have





occuring in    This is





still obey the anticommutation relations for
free fermions 

































































which we have written in a normalordered form shifting all of the di"erential oper




































If we expand the current
b



















































































denotes the symmetric group on the elements f         rg  From here
on we can simply mimic the r   case  That is given a string of vertex operators








z and z and then move the annihilationtype operators z to the
















This leaves us with a generating function composed just of free fermions which can
be decomposed into Sfunctions of argument x 
Example























































 in terms of Sfunctions with argument x  It is still
however too dicult to write down an explicit result valid for arbitrary r  In the
case r   with 




















































































  It is interesting to note that not all of the terms on the







   or    
  Examples
Using the above results we are in a position to calculate some plethysms by brute

























































































































which follows from the LittlewoodRichardson rule  In a similar manner one can






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  resp   if p$ q $m is even resp  odd 
 HallLittlewood functions
The nal type of bosonfermion correspondence we shall look at is the BF correspon
dence between certain deformed Heisenberg generators and the generalized fermions
of Jing  ! in which the states in the fermionic Fock space can be associated to Hall
Littlewood symmetric functions  The deformed Heisenberg operators '
n
considered











 n    
along with operators '

and q which satisfy    These operators for n   can
















Instead of the vertex operators used in  ! we use a slightly di"erent version with
the inclusion of the operators '

and q so that they reproduce the free fermion

























































































  By forming the generating function Zp q  p

q as was done

















are identical to those given in   and hence satisfy the commutation relations

























































































which yield the free fermion relations in the limit t   Equations   and  
represent Jings generalized BF correspondence between the deformed Heisenberg
generators   and the deformed fermions   
Analogous to the t   case where each state in the fermionic Fock space was
associated with an Sfunction of a particular shape the states in the Fock space
generated by the generalized fermions can be associated to HallLittlewood functions 





















 p$        
p
  By using this equivalence we shall be able
to derive some identities between Sfunctions and HallLittlewood functions 
 Inverse KostkaFoulkes matrices
It turns out that we can use the techniques of the previous section where we de
composed a vertex operator in terms of products of free fermionic currents and an
annihilationtype operator to nd a simple way of calculating the inverse Kostka















































Again we have the crucial fact that z is a function only of di"erential operators 


















































































































If we now use   to convert everything on the right hand side of the above equation













provided jtj   we nd that
Q
n m






































































Thus we are able to express twopart HallLittlewood functions in terms of one and
twohook Sfunctions  One can explicitly write out the cases m    with the result


























while for k 





































































which gives the correct result which can be checked by computing the inverse of the

































and so application of   will allow one to express P
 
x t where  is a p part
partition in terms of one two up to phook Sfunctions although it is not feasible to
write down general expressions for more complicated partitions than the ones above 
As in the Sfunction case there is an exception however  onehook partitions  We
must rst though ascertain how onehook HallLittlewood functions are represented
by fermionic states 










































where the supersymmetric functions q
n
xy t are dened by their generating function
   The function f
ij





limit when t   but does it represent a onehook HallLittlewood function  In











x a twopart Qfunction  For the case of generic t consider
the case of functions associated to partitions of weight  which are all onehook
partitions  From the denition   we have
f

























































































so these functions are not orthogonal as HallLittlewood functions should be 





x q t in terms of the elementary functions g
n
x q t and e
n
x  !  By



















t   t t






Using this along with the vertex operators z and 




































ji that are connected with onehook HallLittlewood





ji  The path is now clear as to how one can turn






























Upon using   to express everything in terms of free fermions and then passing


























which expresses onehook HallLittlewood functions in terms of one and twohook
Sfunctions 










ji into Sfunctions using the above tech
nology that this state does correctly represent the twohook function Q
j
x t 


























As far as we know however there is no analogue of   for hook partitions with
Frobenius rank greater than one so proving the above conjecture would seem to be
quite dicult 
	 HallLittlewood plethysms
In this section we will extend the denition of plethysm to encompass HallLittlewood
functions  We dene the plethysm between two functions f  g  % t! to mean express








































Note that this denition includes 	ordinary
 outer plethysm between functions






































































      $Q
n n 








































if n is odd
 
where at    t $ t

 and bt  tt    Note that in these examples all
of the coecients in expansion of the plethysm are elements of Z t!  Suppose we had






 t instead of    Then it
























































































We will now show that the procedure developed in section   can be extended so






 which together the multiplication rule for HallLittlewood















In particular it will provide strong evidence for the coecients a

 
t  Z t! 








operator z in   with x  x

and z  z

  Write /z  ,z
,
z where

































































where we have used the anticommutation relations   recursively to order the











upon application of   correctly reproduces    Similarly using the exchange
relation
,
















































Use of   will enable us to decompose this into generalized fermions and hence will






 in terms of functions Q
 
x t where 	   
The resulting partitions will however be nonstandard and hence will need to be
modied using the modication rule    If we consider the simplest case when

















































































Note that we reproduce   when t   as we should 
Like the Sfunction case we can extend the above considerations to the case of













 t $ t




























This is not quite as compact as the Sfunction case given by   but it can in
principle be treated using the modication rules   
Finally let us remark that it might be possible to extend the above denition
of plethysm to Macdonald functions by dening for any two symmetric functions
fx q t gx q t  %
F
 where F  Q q t the plethysm f  g to mean expand































































































By apply the Pieri formula   to this expression and then resumming it using the

























































In this chapter we demonstrate the utility of symmetric function techniques in pro




sl and hence the
means to calculate traces of products of currents of this algebra  In the case of level




sl these traces have been used in the calculation of cor
relation functions of the spin


XXZ quantum spin chain  ! and we hope that
the traces calculated here in the level k case might be of use in the calculation of
correlation functions of the spin
k

XXZ chain  ! 





sl at level k can alternatively be described as rings of symmetric
functions spanned by particular sets of Kerovs generalized symmetric functions  ! 
Not only that it turns out that matrix elements of currents of the algebra in this
basis can also be described in terms of these same functions  This allows a technique
of Kings  ! to be used to calculate traces of products of these currents 
	  Generalized symmetric functions
In order to perform certain vertex operator trace calculations we shall nd it neces
sary to introduce some symmetric functions which are a specialization of the symmet
ric functions introduced by Kerov  !  To describe Kerovs symmetric functions




       be a sequence of real numbers and dene an inner product on the






















for a partition of the form   n
m
n






x v which span the ring %
F




       by requiring that they
are pairwise orthogonal and that the transition matrix between these functions and
the monomial symmetric functions m

x where jj  jj is unitriangular upper
triangular with ones on the diagonal  That is
P
 

















  for     
where the ordering in the above sum is the standard lexicographic ordering  By using
the GramSchmidt orthogonalization procedure one can derive a unique orthogonal
basis for %
F







 and Maconalds functions to the case v
n




















where we assume   R and   Z  We shall denote the symmetric functions
so obtained P
 
x q    From the denition   of the number v
n
 we see that
the functions dened by     are either a slight generalization of Jack sym
metric functions or of Macdonalds symmetric functions  Indeed when q  
P
 
x q    P
	
 
x in the notation of Chapter   In fact when   
these functions are Jack symmetric functions for all values of q  Similarly when
   P
 







the notation of Chapter   As mentioned in Chapter  a very interesting property of
Macdonalds functions is that if they are dened by     with the inner prod
uct   then the denition is independent of the total order appearing in the sum
in   if the total order is compatible with the dominance order dened by   
It is not known however whether the functions P
 
x q   share this property  For
what follows we shall always be using the total lexicographic ordering 
 Cauchy identities and skew functions
Once we have constructed the functions P
 
x q    we can dene their dual func
tions Q
 




x q   where b
 
q    jjP
 






x q   Q

x q   i  
 
 
The exact form of b
 
q   is unknown but as we shall see it is not necessary for our
purposes  We can see however from the relationship with Macdonalds functions  !
when    that
b
 









where ax respectively lx is the armlength resp  leglength of the node x   
Let us now develop a Cauchy formula for the functions P
 



























































where we have denoted z
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Equation   is proved by a standard calculation see Macdonald  ! for example 





x q   Q
 




























x q   form a basis for the ring %
F











x q  P













x q  Q





























Using these coecients we can dene the skew functions
P
 	









x q  
Q
 	








x q   
It then follows from   that we can dene compound functions in the indeterminates
x and y via
P
 





x q  P

y q  
Q
 





x q  Q

y q   
 Replicated functions
For the purposes of the next section we shall nd it useful to introduce the symmetric
functions dened by   but with replicated variables as was done in Chapter  
























        x

        q   

























have been studied by Srinivasan  ! in the case    the
Macdonald case  From the Cauchy identities   and   it follows that we have



































Let us now show that Y
n

  for all partitions   n  Using the rst orthogonality
relation   we see that
Q
 






















        x
n
   if 	 
 n 
Thus we have for one variable z
P
 




if   n
 otherwise 


















































This implies that Q
n








x and so comparison with




In exactly the same way as was done in Chapter  we can use these orthogonality




 q   where each















        x








x q  
where B
 
m is a polynomial in the 	variable







































x q     






































which we shall need in the next section 
Example
From the calculations we have carried out using Mathematica the transition matrices
Y and B are very complicated even for partitions of low weight  Well only show























where x y  x $ yq
 




















































































	 Vertex operator traces
We shall see in the next section that there are homogeneous vertex operator realiza




sl  It is our intention to introduce here a very
general vertex operator which will describe the currents of this realization and which
we will be able to connect with the symmetric functions P
 
x q   introduced in


































































where D is the adjoint operator with respect to the inner product    That is
Dp
m






Following the standard calculation  ! the matrix elements of the above vertex
operator in a basis of Kerov symmetric functions take the form
h P

x v V Q





























Suppose we want to calculate the regularized trace of the vertex operator V over the
space %
F






















































































































so that for the functions P
 
x v with v
 
dened by   for example the expression


































































































































































































































































































































































































































The aim of this section is to calculate the regularized trace of currents of the free eld




sl algebra using symmetric function techniques 





It is generated by the elements fE

n
 n  Zg fH
m








the central elements k 
	































































































































































































The central element  takes the value q
k
on representations of level k where k must











































































 i  j













































Let us recall the FrenkelJing construction of level one representations  !  Suppose
we have a deformed Heisenberg algebra with generators f
n
 n  Z n fg gf

 Qg










 n   m  
 Q

!  i  
with all other commutators being zero  Note that as q   we recover the ordinary









































































given by    If we dene normal ordering   of
operators by requiring that annihilation operators 
n
 n 
  be moved to the right

of creation operators 
n
 n   then from the denition   and the commutation





































































































































The Fock space is spanned by all the monomials in the raising generators of the



























with the Fock vacuum ji being annihilated by all 
n
 n 
   We can realize this
Fock space in another way namely on the space of symmetric functions %
F
 where
















then the commutation relations   are fullled the position and momentum op
erators 

and Q e"ectively decouple from the Fock space so we can consider them











This adjoint operator denes an inner product on the ring %
F
such that the inner
product between two power sums is given by   where v
 
is given by   with
       Moreover this inner product will be consistent with the Fock space
inner product on the states   and the association    Thus we can consider
our Fock space to be spanned by the set of power sums p
 
x or alternatively by the
functions Q
 
x q  Q
 
x q   































which is a special case of   in the case where v
 
is given by   with   


























 (z  z
 
   























































neous of degree n then L

 f  n f   The operator p
L

will be used to regularize the






















Then from section   we have that the regularized trace of the product of two vertex























































































































































where we have used the Jacobi triple product identity    To calculate the trace
T  we rst normal order the vertex operators using   and   obtaining
T 

















































































































































































































and we recover the result of Jing  ! who derived his result by a brute force calcu
lation using various combinatorial identities  We can extend this result to a string of
n vertex operators and after combining the contributions from the normal ordering


































































































































































where l m i j a b c d run from         n  It is not clear whether this result could
also have been obtained by brute force as was the case for n   





We shall now extend the results of the previous section to the case of level k where
k is an arbitrary complex number not equal to  or   There are several di"erent




sl algebra  ! all requiring three commuting sets






















































with all other commutation relations being zero  Then the level k free eld realization








































































































































































































































  and l






   Now the Fock






















Thus when we come to do the trace over the total Fock space F  we can separate it

into traces over each of the individual Fock spaces  We will now show that we can
equally well consider each of the above Fock spaces to be spanned by the functions
P
 
x q   for appropriate choices of the parameters q  and  
In order to treat all these cases together dene a set of Heisenberg generators C
n



























correspond to the special cases    k  k$ 
and k respectively of the generators C
n



























then it is seen that not only are the commutation relations   satied but that
the above denition of the adjoint operator D correctly reproduces the scalar product
  on the space %
F
 






































so we must calculate the traces of each of the terms in the above equation  First
of all we shall put the above terms in normal ordered form moving all annihilation
operators to the right of the creation operators and all C

operators to the right of
the operators Q
C








































































In order to describe the normal ordered expressions occuring in   in terms of
the generalized vertex operators   we need to introduce some new notation  For
the particular choice of v
 



























































 will also arise in the normalordered expressions  How
































we dene new variables
b























































































































































































































































































































































Due to the structure of the Fock space F  when we calculate the trace of T
i
 we can
calculate the traces on the separate spaces F
C
 







 in the denitions
  of the currents E





are constrained in such




must be a constant which we take to be zero  The momentum




operators is just the lattice Z  In order to calculate the trace








































































  Thus for the momentum part of the























































































































with the same result for the regularized trace of M

but with q replaced by q
 
 
The regularized traces of the operators T
i
dened above are calculated in Ap


































































































































Finally by combining together     and   we obtain the result for the




w  One can now go on in theory to

















to the fact that each of the currents is the sum of two terms see   the above
product is a sum of 
n











in a slightly dierent way to






This thesis has dealt with various problems in the theory of symmetric functions and
the representation theory of superconformal and quantum ane algebras 
The standard lore on symmetric functions was reviewed in Chapter  and a num
ber of new results were obtained  In particular one of Littlewoods formulae relating
inner and outer products of Sfunctions was reproven via generating function tech
niques and various generalizations derived  The inner product of two HallLittlewood
functions was dened and Littlewoods formula was generalized to this case as well 











 were examined and some general results obtained for functions associ
ated with onerow partitions using some very nontrivial identities involving basic
hypergeometric series 
Sfunctions with a replicated argument were introduced in Chapter  as an aid
in determining the nature of the functions dual to compound Sfunctions under an
induced inner product  This was then extended to the HallLittlewood case  Schur
HallLittlewood functions with a qreplicated argument were then introduced and







gated  Various bases for the ring of symmetric functions %
F
 F  Qq t were given
and the transition matrices between them listed 
Branching rules for the N   and N   superconformal algebras were studied
in Chapter   Using various innite product identities certain winding subalgebra
branching rules were calculated in the case where these decompositions were nite
and#or multiplicityfree  Tensor product decompositions between certain irreducible
representations of the N   superconformal algebra were also examined using similar
techniques concentrating again on the case where they were nite and#or multiplicity
free 
Chapter  saw the bosonfermion correspondence for free and neutral free fermions
applied to various symmetric function calculations the multiplication and skewing
of S and Qfunctions by power sums outer multiplication of Sfunctions outer
plethysm of Sfunctions  Jings generalized bosonfermion correspondence was then
applied to the problem of decomposing HallLittlewood functions in terms of S

functions  The operation of outer plethysm was then dened on the ring of Hall
Littlewood functions and the techniques developed earlier generalized to enable their
calculation 





culated in Chapter   We dened a basis of symmetric functions through which we




sl and calculate traces of products of the
currents using symmetric function techniques 

 Outlook
From the work done in this thesis several problems suggest themselves for further re
search  The elements of the transition matricesM
 













 appear to be rational functions of polynomials in q
and t with integer coecients  Moreover the elements of the matrices M
 
   
and M
 





reason why this is so is not at all apparent and hence deserves further attention 
The extension of the branching rules considered in Chapter  to the N   and
N   superconformal algebras is also an open problem  In the N   case new
identities may be needed to tackle the relevant character formulae  The N   case
is not tractable at all at the moment due to the fact that the determinant formulae
are still unproven and the character formulae unknown 
By considering other di"erent specializations of Kerovs symmetric functions trace





be feasible  !  The extension of this method to other quantum ane algebras
and superalgebras should also be practicable provided the relevant vertex operator
realizations   ! of those algebras are on hand  In a similar vein Kerovs func
























  The expressions for more general plethysms are















integers is no longer obvious  A problem to look at therefore is to examine the
nature of the coecients A
 
and determine whether they are always integers 
Turning to HallLittlewood functions the conjecture   concerning phook
HallLittlewood functions needs to be disproven  Whether this is achievable by
some HallLittlewood analogue of the Giambelli formula   remains to be seen 
The extension of the method developed in section   for multiplying Sfunctions
also should be generalizable to the HallLittlewood case although the resulting non
standard functions will need to be modied according to the fairly nasty rules   
The introduction of outer plethysms of HallLittlewood functions also opens up new
problems  For example is there an interpretation of this operation in terms of invari
ant matrices of matrix representations of some group thus generalizing Littlewoods

original denition of Sfunction plethysm  If the answer were yes then it should be
















which cannot easily be deduced from the substitution denition   also hold in
the HallLittlewood case 
Finally let us note that there exist vertex operator realizations 	bosonfermion

correspondences for S Q and HallLittlewood functions but not for Macdonalds
functions  The question arises then what are the constraints on the numbers v
n
such
that Kerovs symmetric functions have a vertex operator realization  Looking at
it in the other direction suppose we are given the vertex operator V z z
 
 dened









  Then for a partition
  

        
p
 one can dene symmetric functions
b







and ask the question for what type of numbers v
n
 does this denition coincide with
the GramSchmidt type denition     

Appendix A Product identities
In this appendix we shall prove the identity   which provides a paradigm for the
proof of several other identities used in Chapter  
Consider x as being a xed complex number with j x j  and consider the



































and y  x
m 	
 m  Z
 
  Let us calculate the residues of these simple poles 
First note that for m 























































































































































An easy way of calculating Resfx
 m 	
 is to use the symmetry fy 
fy
 






















































































































































obviously has the same poles as the function fy and the same residue at those poles 
Hence the function F y  fy gy is entire i e  it has no essential singularities in
the complex plane except possibly at innity  But lim
y	
F y    lim
y	
F y
Hence by Liouvilles theorem F y  const  i e  F y  F    here we have
dened F    due to the fact that F has a removable singularity at y    Thus
fy  gy and the identity   is proved  The technique outlined above can be
used to prove the identities   and   occuring on Chapter  



































denotes a replicated Sfunctionsee Chapter   For the particular case    this






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix C Fermionic sum rearrangement
In this appendix we shall prove equation   concerning the rearrangement of a












































































































 f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 then the inner sum in C  call it F
p






























































































 p rp rr   j
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is the sign of the permutation 
 
  Dene   S
r






       p  p p$        r





















































is independent of p  Hence each set S
p
r
contributes equally to the sum on
the r h s  of C  and since S

r
is isomorphic to the permutation group S
r 
on the
numbers f         rg we nally obtain the result 

Appendix D Trace calculation
Let us demonstrate how one goes about calculating the traces   in Chapter  
For example let us compute the regularized trace of the operator T

given by   

























































































































due to the fact that the vertex operator was of the form $ODp
n
 and hence only
	counted
 the number of states  The nal factor C

is apparently more complicated









x y is given by
   However from the denition of the 	variables

b
w   we have for example











































































































































































































The calculation of T

is very similar the only di"erence being that one has factors
































































be the three factors of T
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Appendix F Transformations between bases of
Macdonald functions
In this appendix we list the transition matrices between the various standard bases
for the ring %
F
of symmetric functions over the eld F  Q q t  The matrices M
 
displayed in the tables relate the function u
 
in the leftmost column to v

in the









  It is to be understood that the labels  and  if
they appear are summed over 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix G Summary of tensor product decom
positions
We list in this appendix the various tensor product decompositions of the N  
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